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Abstract
Indirect posterior partial restorations may offer a viable and cost-effective treatment option for the restoration of extensively

decayed teeth. An increasing variety of restoration materials are available on the market nowadays, which makes the material choice

a difficult decision. In this article, the most important criteria of selection are presented to guide the dentist in the selection of the
restoration material.
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The indirect partial restorations (IPR) have become a therapy

of choice when it comes to restore a decayed tooth [1]. This is explained by the prioritization of dental conservative attitude and
the augmentation of esthetic demand of our patients even when it
concerns posterior teeth [2].

Dietchi., et al. [3] had elaborated a list of specifications for ma-

terials dedicated to indirect partial restorations as for example,
they must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allow a conservative preparation,

Restore the natural morphology, aesthetic and mechanical
strength of the dental structure,

Ensure an optimal adaptation of the interfaces
Be biocompatible
Radio-opaque

Ensure a good longevity.

There exists three major classes of materials that respond to

this list : metal alloys, composite materials and ceramics [4].

Even presenting good mechanical properties like high ductility,

perfect adaptation to the limits and stability of that adaptation, metallic materials such as cast gold are no more indicated because of

their unesthetic aspect, high cost and problems due to ploymetallism.

Composite resin blocks manufactured by CAD/CAM procedures,

provide good color match, are easy to finish and allow intra oral

repair. However, there are chances of poor marginal fit, in addition
to their poor wear resistance and difficulty to obtain good polish
which put them in a disadvantage compared to ceramics [5,6].

All ceramic materials with high strength are becoming popular

as esthetic restorations. They represent a better alternative to composite, amalgam and gold.
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Ceramic restorations maintain a better anatomic form, exhibit

115

The aesthetic properties of restorations made of these materi-

a better marginal integrity and colour stability in oral cavity than

als are sufficient and equal to monolithic glass-ceramic restora-

But, its abrasiveness to natural tooth structure which may acceler-

mains lower than that obtained with laminated all-ceramic crown

their composite counterpart. They also reinforce the remaining

dental hard tissue as they bond to the tooth with adhesive cement.
ate the wear of natural enamel is an important disadvantage [7,8].

Polycristallin ceramics with no vitreous phase like zirconia are

not favorable to be bonded. New long-term studies proposed that

a procedure of airborn particles abrasion associated with retentive
features helps to strengthen the bond between zirconia and tooth

tions machined by CAD /CAM which allows their indication both in
posterior and anterior areas. Nevertheless, the aesthetic finish rewhich allows customization and remains, hence, the « gold standard » in the restoration of the anterior sector.
Criteria of selection
•

biocompatible materials used in dentistry. While, Composite

structure. However, this is not applicable to partial restorations

materials machined with CAD/CAM techniques or by high

with no-retentive preparation [9]. Consequently, they are contraindicated for indirect posterior partial restorations.

Currently, hybrid materials form a new class of CAD/CAM mate-

rials. They are new ceramic/polymer materials, or ceramic polymer

temperature treatment have a low conversion rate so low tox•

ramics, and has similar properties to natural tooth structure. They

possess low hardness levels, high levels of flexural strength, and
high flexural resistance, apart from presenting acceptable marginal

integrity of the restoration and acceptable optical properties for
the posterior sector. They can be used as a restoration material for

single full coverage restorations, even in patients with parafunctional activity [10-12].

However, there are no studies that describe their behavior as

plural fixed prosthesis [13].

With a conservative, nonretentive cavity design, partial-cover-

age ceramic, composite and hybrid restorations provide a number
of distinct advantages over traditional cast-metal options. However, unique challenges are associated with precise delivery of the

restoration and the clean up of excess luting resin. Restorative success and long-term gingival health are dependent on interproximal
integrity at the restoration-tooth interface [14].

Although they seem to possess all of the characteristics of the

ideal material for single restorations and to be used in the presence

of severe wear associated with bruxomania, hybrid ceramics have
their limits and drawbacks.

A dilemma is imposed because of the lack of clinical studies,

even if the short and medium term studies show satisfactory results.

icity.

Esthetic considerations: Ceramics have better optic proper-

ties than composite materials. Besides, nowadays there have

infiltrating network materials (PICN), that associate the positive
aspects of both ceramics and composites with a lower cost than ce-

Biologic considerations: Ceramic materials remain the most

been developed degraded blocks which are not available for
•

composite materials [15,16].

Mechanical considerations: Depending on the volume of the
cavity and the nature of residual tissue : when the elasticity

modulus of both dental tissue and material of restoration are
close, there is lower risk of fracture [17].

So, when the adhesion concerns enamel, we should choose

glass-ceramic restorations (elastic modulus of 69-95 GPa close to
enamel) [17].

When the substance loss is localized in dentin, composite and

hybrid restorations are priviliged because the rigidity of ceramics
exposes the tooth to the fracture.

When it comes to overlays, ceramics are the best option because

it helps transmit the compressive forces to enamel.

According to Magne, composite restorations for vital teeth

should be reserved to inlays and onlays of reduced volume; and

whenever we need cusp coverage we should choose ceramic materials [18].

When it comes to endodontically treated teeth, two in vitro

studies of Magne and Knezevic [19] indicated that the fatigue resis-

tance of composite and hybrid material overlays realized on molars
are more important than ceramic restorations [18].
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Functional considerations

3.

are the material of choice due to their stress absorbing nature.

In the cases of extensive tooth wear and regardless of its type,

both direct and indirect minimally invasive restoration types could

be considered depending on the amount of worn dental tissues, the

loss of vertical dimension, esthetic and phonetic compromise and

spectives and clinical rationale for a biosubstitutive approach”.
4.

sion, frequent modifications and repair all along the treatment
procedure could be needed; So, indirect composite restorations are

5.

choosing restorative material. It is preferable to choose the same
stored tooth will undergo a compensatory extrusion [21-23].

6.

7.

In recent years, dentistry has benefited from a marked increase

in the development of esthetic materials, including ceramic and hybrid materials. Their indications depend on the extent of the resto-

ration, the nature of the antagonists, fabrication procedure and the
parafunctional context.
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